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Quantum memories based on the photon-echo principle �with controlled reversible inhomogeneous broad-
ening� allow in principle perfect reconstruction of the stored light. In the retrieval process, the envelope of the
absorbed wave packet is reversed in time, but the evolution of the phase of the carrier wave is unchanged. We
discuss the consequences of this fact for the relative phase of pulses with a certain time delay, and thus for the
storage of time-bin qubits. As an illustration, we show that the combination of photon-echo-based memories
and unbalanced interferometers leads to a counterintuitive interference effect, allowing one to measure a path
length difference �L using pulses that are much shorter than �L.
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The realization of quantum memories for photons is an
important goal in quantum-information processing. In par-
ticular, such memories are a basic ingredient for quantum
repeaters �1�. Various approaches to quantum memories are
currently being pursued �2�. Here we focus on a particular
approach based on the principle of photon echo �3�. In Ref.
�4� it was shown that highly efficient photon echoes can be
generated in a gas of atoms by exploiting the fact that the
Doppler shift changes sign if the propagation direction of the
light is reversed. References �5� proposed a realization of the
same principle using controlled reversible inhomogeneous
broadening �CRIB�. This method allows in principle perfect
reconstruction of the stored light. It is well adapted to atomic
ensembles in solids, e.g., crystals doped with rare-earth ions.

To implement such a memory, one has to prepare a nar-
row absorption line inside a wide spectral hole, using optical
pumping techniques �6�. The line is artificially inhomoge-
neously broadened, e.g., by applying an electric field gradi-
ent. Then the light can be absorbed, e.g., a train of pulses as
described above. After the absorption the electric field is
turned off, and atoms in the excited state are transferred by a
� pulse to a second low-lying state, e.g., a different hyper-
fine state. For recall, the population is transferred back to the
excited state by a counterpropagating � pulse, and the elec-
tric field is turned back on with the opposite sign, thereby
inverting the inhomogeneous broadening. This leads to a
time reversal of the absorption. The pulse train is reemitted
in inverted order, with a retrieval efficiency that is not lim-
ited by reabsorption �5�. The described protocol has recently
been studied in some detail both theoretically �7,8� and ex-
perimentally �9�.

In this Brief Report we discuss the storage and retrieval of
time-bin qubits �10� with such memories. The Hilbert space
of a time-bin qubit is defined by two single-photon wave
packets that have the same shape but a certain time delay that
is larger than the duration of the wave packets. Time bins are
a good implementation of qubits, in particular for quantum
communication using optical fibers, because they are not
sensitive to depolarization effects. We describe what happens
to an arbitrary time-bin qubit state if it is stored and recalled
using a photon-echo-based memory in a straightforward way.
It is clear that the order of the two pulses defining the basis
of the Hilbert space will be inverted in the photon-echo pro-

cess. It is less clear intuitively what will happen to the rela-
tive phase of the two time bins. This is the key point of our
present note. In order to clarify this question it is essential to
realize that the time reversal mentioned above in our descrip-
tion of the storage and recall process applies only to the
slowly varying envelope of the photon wave packets. It is
indeed possible to invert the coupled time evolution of the
slowly varying envelopes of the light field and of the atomic
coherence �7,8�. In contrast, the evolution of the carrier wave
phase factor e−i�0t, where ��0 corresponds to the energy of
the photons, is unaffected by the storage and retrieval. This
simple fact can have somewhat counterintuitive conse-
quences. In particular, we show that by using a photon-echo-
based memory one can �interferometrically� determine the
path length difference of an interferometer in an experiment
with pulses that are much shorter than this path length dif-
ference.

The two basis states �0� and �1� of a single time-bin qubit
correspond to the single-photon wave packets

��0� = f�t�e−i�0t �1�

and

��1� = f�t − ��e−i�0t, �2�

respectively. Here f�t� is an arbitrary slowly varying enve-
lope function, e−i�0t is the phase factor corresponding to the
carrier frequency, and � is the delay between the two time
bins. By convention the first �in time� time bin is associated
with the basic quantum ket �0� and the later time bin to �1�. A
general qubit state has the form

��� = r�0� + �1 − r2ei��1� . �3�

If the state is prepared by introducing a delay between two
parts of an original single wave packet, then the relative
phase satisfies �=�0�. However, by using intensity and
phase modulators in combination with a cw laser beam to
generate the time-bin states, one can in principle control the
delay and the relative phase independently. The intensity
modulator allows one to cut envelopes of arbitrary shape out
of the continuous wave, while the phase modulator allows
one to change the phase of the continuous wave between
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successive pulses. This way of preparing time bins makes it
clear that the delay � and the relative phase � are indeed
independent parameters.

Storage and retrieval with a CRIB-based quantum
memory will transform the wave packet ��0� into f�−t�e−i�0t

and the wave packet ��1� into f�−t−��e−i�0t. The envelope
functions are inverted in time while the carrier wave phase
factors continue to evolve unchanged �7,8�. This is a conse-
quence of the fact that the photon is stored as a coherent
excitation of the medium without changing its energy. There-
fore the phase continues to evolve with the same optical
frequency for the whole time that the photon is stored in the
memory. The photon is stopped, but the phase of the corre-
sponding atomic excitations continues to “keep the time.”
Since the time order of the reemitted wave packets is
changed, their labels 0 and 1 are exchanged according to the
above mentioned convention. However, if the input envelope
function f�t−�� was associated with a phase factor ei� �cor-
responding to a carrier wave that is shifted by ��, then the
corresponding output envelope will still be associated with
this phase factor. The overall quantum state after the memory
is therefore given by

r�1� + �1 − r2ei��0� . �4�

Note that this form of the final state is valid for any memory
protocol where the pulses are re-emitted in inverted order.

Let us apply the above discussion to the example illus-
trated in Fig. 1. A short pulse arrives from the left and passes
through an imbalanced interferometer with path length dif-
ference �L, and the two time bins are stored in a quantum
memory of the photon-echo type considered here. At a later
time the time bins are released, they propagate now from
right to left and pass a second time through the same imbal-
anced interferometer. At the left we have three pulses; we
shall concentrate on the central one, as only this one exhibits
interesting interferences. The pulse that propagates through
the short arm on its way to the quantum memory �QM� �i.e.,
the early incoming time bin, denoted s in Fig. 1� remains
stored longer than the pulse that propagates through the long
arm �l in Fig. 1�, because the early incoming time bin corre-
sponds to the delayed outcoming time bin. Consequently, the
three pulses propagating back toward the left correspond to
the following paths in the interferometer: “long-short” �ls�,
“long-long and short-short” �ll and ss�, and “short-long” �sl�.
According to our discussion above, the pulse l, which ac-
quires a phase �=�0�L /c �relative to s� on its first pass
through the interferometer, still has this phase after retrieval
from the quantum memory. As a consequence, the pulse ll
has a phase 2� relative to ss, leading to interference fringes

�as a function of �L� in the central time bin after the second
pass, cf. Fig. 1.

The setup of Fig. 1 makes it possible to measure the path
length difference �L using pulses much shorter than �L. In
order to achieve this task with a subwavelength resolution
one usually uses a continuous-wave laser with a coherence
length longer than �L. At first sight it may seem impossible
to achieve the same measurement using laser pulses shorter
than �L. But this is not so if one uses, for example, our
quantum memory. Indeed, as explained in the previous para-
graph, the central pulse coming out of the interferometer is
modulated with a phase 2�, providing thus a direct measure-
ment of the path difference, with even a twofold increased
resolution. Where is the necessary coherence of our measur-
ing device? Clearly, it is still necessary to have a reference
length or clock whose stability is larger than the measured
quantity. However, the usual “continuous-wave laser clock”
is replaced by the coherent excitations in the quantum
memory: the quantum memory coherence time must be
longer than the path length difference of the investigated
interferometer divided by c.
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FIG. 1. A short pulse is sent into an unbalanced interferometer.
At each exit there are two components, depending on whether the
pulse has taken the long �l� or the short �s� arm. Storage and re-
trieval with a photon-echo-based quantum memory inverts the order
of the pulses, but the pulse l keeps the phase � it has acquired on
the first pass through the interferometer �see text�. As a conse-
quence, after the second pass there is interference with a phase
difference 2� between the pulse that took the long arm twice �ll�
and the pulse that took the short arm twice �ss�.
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